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Abstract

We have developed TAIL, a textual programming language isomorphic to the blocks language of MIT App Inventor (AI), and have extended AI with code blocks, a novel mechanism that enables bidirectional conversions between blocks and text fragments. TAIL improves AI’s usability by facilitating the reading, writing, and sharing of programs, and may also ease the transition from blocks to text programming.

In blocks languages, programs are constructed by connecting visual fragments (blocks) shaped like jigsaw puzzle pieces. MIT App Inventor (AI) \cite{1} democratizes programming for Android mobile apps through its easy-to-use blocks language. Several features of AI reduce syntactic and cognitive frustrations experienced by novices when learning textual programming: blocks are chosen from menus of related blocks; the shapes of plugs and sockets suggest how the blocks fit together; and labels on sockets document their purpose.

While simple AI blocks programs are easy to read and write, more complex ones can become overwhelming. Creating and navigating nontrivial blocks programs is tedious, and AI’s inability to copy blocks between projects inhibits reusing code between projects and between programmers.

To address these issues, we created TAIL, a Textual App Inventor Language isomorphic to AI’s blocks language, and provided a means for converting between them. We extended AI with code blocks in which TAIL code for AI expressions, statements, and top-level declarations can be entered. These code blocks are interconvertible with the AI blocks they represent (Fig. 1).

Ours is the first bidirectional isomorphic conversion system between blocks and text languages. This distinguishes it from systems that convert blocks to text, but not vice versa (e.g., \cite{2,3}), and from PicoBlocks \cite{4}, where blocks can be defined in a text language more expressive than its blocks language, but blocks cannot be converted to text. Bidirectional conversions (1) increase AI’s usability by providing an efficient means for reading, writing, and reusing/sharing programs, and (2) may ease the transition from blocks to text programming.

This is work in progress. The TAIL language, code blocks, the implementation of the bidirectional conversion between TAIL and AI blocks, and related work are described in detail in \cite{5}.
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